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Abstract
Multiple-path source routing protocols distribute the total traffic among available paths. In this article, we consider
the problem of jamming-aware source routing and avoiding jamming by splitting data rate. We formulate this traffic
allocation as a lossy network flow optimization problem using portfolio selection theory from financial statistics. We
show that in multi-source networks, this centralized optimization problem can be solved using a distributed algorithm
based on decomposition in network utility maximization (NUM). We demonstrate the network’s ability to estimate the
impact of jamming and solve it by redirecting the packets or by splitting data rate. Finally, we efficiently allocate the
traffic to maximize the overall throughput.
Keywords: Jamming, Multiple path routing, Portfolio selection theory, Optimization, Network utility maximization.
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1. Introduction
Jamming over point-to-point transmissions in a wireless mesh network can affect data transport through the
network. The effects of jamming at the physical layer resonate through the protocol stack, providing an
effective denial-of-service (DoS) attack on end-to-end data communication. The simplest methods to defend
a network against jamming attacks comprise physical layer solutions such as spread-spectrum or
beamforming, forcing the jammers to expend a greater resource to reach the same goal. However, recent
work has demonstrated that intelligent jammers can incorporate crosslayer protocol information into
jamming attacks, reducing resource expenditure by several orders of magnitude by targeting certain link
layer and MAC implementation as well as link layer error detection and correction protocols.

Before developing the tool it is necessary to determine the time factor, economy n company strength. Once
these things r satisfied, ten next steps is to determine which operating system and language can be used for
developing the tool. Once the programmers start building the tool the programmers need lot of external
support websites.

A network is any collection of independent computers that communicate with one another over a shared
network medium. A computer network is a collection of two or more connected computers. When these
computers are joined in a network, people can share files and peripherals such as modems, printers, tape
backup drives, or CD-ROM drives.
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Fig: Effect of jamming in wireless network

When networks at multiple locations are connected using services available from phone companies,
people can send e-mail, share links to the global Internet, or conduct video conferences in real time with
other remote users. When a network becomes open sourced it can be managed properly with online
collaboration software.
 Anti-jamming techniques = diversity
◦

Multiple frequency bands

◦

Different MAC channels

◦

Multiple Routing paths

2. Background work
In this section we outline the basic wireless network and jamming models that we use throughout this paper.
A. Network Model
A wide variety of wireless networks have emerged, ranging from wireless sensor networks, mobile ad hoc
network, to mesh networks. The broad range of choice implies that there are many different directions that
one can take to tackle the problem of localizing jammers. Devising a generic approach that works across all
varieties of wireless networks is impractical. Therefore, as a starting point, we target to tailor our solutions
to a category of wireless networks with the following characteristics. We assume that once deployed, the
location of each wireless device remains unchanged.
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3. Methodologies
Neighbor-Aware
Each node in the network has a number of neighbors, and it maintains a neighbor table which records their
information of its neighbors, such as their locations or activeness. Such neighbor tables are maintained by
most routing protocols, and it can be easily achieved by periodically broadcasting hello messages.
Location-Aware
Each node knows its location coordinates and its neighbors’ locations. This is reasonable assumption as
many applications require localization services.
Able to Detect Jamming
In this work, we focus on locating a jammer after it is detected. Several jamming detection approaches have
been proposed, ranging from measuring simple properties to more complicated consistency checks.

Every network includes:
At least two computers Server or Client workstation.
Networking Interface Card's (NIC)
A connection medium, usually a wire or cable, although wireless communication between networked
computers and peripherals is also possible.
Network Operating system software, such as Microsoft Windows NT or 2000, Novell NetWare, Unix and
Linux.

System architecture of multiple-path routing algorithms in the presence of jammers
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1. Allocation of traffic across multiple routing paths
We formulate the problem of allocating traffic across multiple routing paths in the presence of jamming as
a lossy network flow optimization problem. We map the optimization problem to that of asset allocation
using portfolio selection theory which allows individual network nodes to locally characterize the jamming
impact and aggregate this information for the source nodes.

2. Characterizing the Impact of Jamming
In these Module the network nodes to estimate and characterize the impact of jamming and for a source
node to incorporate these estimates into its traffic allocation. In order for a source node s to incorporate the
jamming impact in the traffic allocation problem, the effect of jamming on transmissions over each link must
be estimated. However, to capture the jammer mobility and the dynamic effects of the jamming attack, the
local estimates need to be continually updated.

3. Effect of Jammer Mobility on Network

The capacity indicating the link maximum number of packets per second (pkt/s) eg:200 pkts/s which can
be transported over the wireless link. Whenever the source is generating data at a rate of 300 pkts/s to be
transmitted at the time jamming to be occurring. Then the throughput rate to be less. If the source node
becomes aware of this effect the allocation of traffic can be changed to 150 pkts/s on each of paths thus
recovers the jamming path.

4. Estimating End-to-End Packet Success Rates

The packet success rate estimates for the links in a routing path, the source needs to estimate the
effective end-to-end packet success rate to determine the optimal traffic allocation. Assuming the total time
required to transport packets from each source s to the corresponding destination is negligible compared to
the update relay period.
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5. Optimal Jamming-Aware Traffic Allocation

An optimization framework for jamming-aware traffic allocation to multiple routing paths for each source
node. We develop a set of constraints imposed on traffic allocation solutions and then formulate a utility
function for optimal traffic allocation by mapping the problem to that of portfolio selection in finance.

Estimate local packet success rates (LPSR)

Each node updates (LPSR), Update period T << Ts update relay period
Estimated value by Packet Delivery Rate (PDR)

Variance by the variance of PDR
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Properties of Multi-Path Routing

 Each source node chooses multiple paths
 Each path is allocated with different traffic amount

Fig: Multi-Path Routing example

The majority of antijamming techniques make use of diversity. For example, antijamming protocols may
employ multiple frequency bands, different MAC channels, or multiple routing paths. Such diversity
techniques help to curb the effects of the jamming attack by requiring the jammer to act on multiple
resources simultaneously.

End-to-End Packet Success Rate

 Mean

 Variance/covariance
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4. Result Analysis

The wireless network of interest can be represented by a directed graph . The vertex set represents the
network nodes, and an ordered pair of nodes is in the edge set if and only if node can receive packets
directly from node .We assume that all communication is unicast over the directed edges in , i.e., each
packet transmitted by node is intended for a unique node with . The maximum achievable data rate, or
capacity, of each unicast linkin the absence of jamming is denoted by the predetermined constant rate in units
of packets per second.

In this paper, we assume that the source nodes in have no prior knowledge about the jamming attack being
performed. That is, we make no assumption about the jammer’s goals, method of attack, or mobility
patterns. We assume that the number of jammers and their locations are unknown to the network nodes.
Instead of relying on direct knowledge of the jammers, we suppose that the network nodes characterize the
jamming impact in terms of the empirical packet delivery rate.
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Fig: Problem Solution

Network nodes can then relay the relevant information to the source nodes in order to assist in optimal
traffic allocation. Each time a new routing path is requested or an existing routing path is updated, the
responding nodes along the path will relay the necessary parameters to the source node as part of the reply
message for the routing path. Using the information from the routing reply, each source node is thus
provided with additional information about the jamming impact on the individual nodes.

5. Conclusion
In this article, we studied the problem of traffic allocation in multiple-path routing algorithms in the presence
of jammers. We have presented methods for each network node to probabilistically characterize the local
impact of a dynamic jamming attack and for data sources to incorporate this information into the routing
algorithm and successfully packet transfer by splitting data rate. We formulated multiple-path traffic
allocation in multi-source networks as a lossy network flow optimization problem using an objective
function based on portfolio selection theory from finance. We showed that this centralized optimization
problem can be solved using a distributed algorithm based on decomposition in network utility maximization
(NUM). We presented simulation results to illustrate the impact of jamming dynamics and mobility on
network throughput and to demonstrate the efficacy of our traffic allocation algorithm. We have thus shown
that multiple path source routing algorithms can optimize the throughput performance by effectively
incorporating the empirical jamming impact into the allocation of traffic to the set of paths.
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